
 
 

 

 
cupOFF  open 2011 

(rules + procedure key) 
  
The basis for the rules of the CupOFF open 2011 competition is the ISFC rules for 
difficulty climbing. However because this is a specific competition the main objective 
of which is to address and entertain the general climbing public, there are certain 
differences which can be expected from the rules and customs stated above. So 
please devote your attention to the following information.  
  

Qualification + HOBBY category competition – Saturd ay 19.2.2011 
 
7 routes shall be prepared of the following difficulty:   
4, 5, 6, 7, 8-, 9-, 9+ UIAA  
Based on the experience of the previous year the routes of climbing difficulty 6,7 and 
8- shall be doubled in order to speed up the competition. 
Basic route: 
Each competitor shall select a basic route during presentation on the competition day 
which he shall begin. If he does not manage to climb the route he is out of the 
competition in the divided last place together with the other competitors who failed to 
climb their first route. The difficulty of the basic route is irrelevant. 
Further step: 
The competitor who climbs the basic route proceeds according to the difficulty of the 
next route (example: the competitor climbs the basic route of difficulty 6 and 
continues to route difficulty 7). It is not possible to skip a difficulty. If the competitor 
does not climb the next route he is out of the competition and the last climbed route + 
the highest reached hold of the incomplete route are added to his score. 
The organiser shall prepare two routes of climbing difficulty 6, 7 and 8- for each 
difficulty. Route A and route B. The competitor may randomly pick route B and speed 
up his progress (sometimes overtake the long queue of competitors on route A).  If 
the competitor climbs route B he shall proceed to the next difficulty. If he does not 
climb route B (does not reach TOP) no points shall be added to his score from this 
route to the final qualification. However he has the right to a corrective attempt on 
route A. This corrective attempt shall take place after the end of the attempts of all 
duly registered competitors on route A. The purpose of the corrective attempt on 
route A is only to give the competitors a fair ranking in the competition. So it is not 



 
 

 

possible even after the successful corrective attempt (reaching TOP) on route A to 
proceed to the next difficulty. 
 
 
Starting list: 
After completing the presentation, competitors shall be divided into groups according 
to the difficulty they select as the basis. The order in which the competitors in these 
groups shall start shall be drawn by lot. The organiser reserves the right, in 
exceptional cases, to choose a competitor without drawing lots.  
Competitors who proceed to the next route shall be classified as the group selected 
by lot. The competitor shall qualify for the next route once he informs the result 
service that he has completed the climbing route. The competitors must inform the 
results service of his attempt always five minutes at the latest after completing the 
attempt. He shall also hand in his card to the judge at the next route. 
Competitor’s card. 
Each competitor shall receive a card at the presentation in which his performance 
shall be marked. Track judges shall mark the competitor’s performance during the 
competition in the card. The competitor confirms the track judge’s decision by his 
signature. He does not sign the result if he does not agree with the decision, and 
shall lodge a protest to the chief judge within five minutes at the latest. It is up to the 
competitor to prove the track judge’s decision. The chief judge decides the legitimacy 
of the protest with the competition manager. The security for lodging a protest is 
500,- CZK. (It is refunded in case the protest is acknowledged. If the protest is not 
acknowledged, this amount is forfeited to the benefit of the organiser.)  
Starting the route. 
Each competitor has 40 seconds to start the route. The limit begins the moment the 
rope is pulled down after the previous competitor. The time limit for climbing the route 
shall be displayed at each route. 
Warming up and intervals. 
The interval between displaying the starting line and the start of the first competitor at 
the basic route shall be at least 30 minutes. During this interval the competitors shall 
pre-climb the basic routes and warm up. For organisational reasons it is not possible 
to extend the interval. Therefore we recommend beginning the warm up before the 
starting list is displayed. The warm-up routes shall be routes marked as warm-up 
routes, the entire bouldering wall and campus boards. The order of the warm-up 
routes is determined by the competitors upon mutual agreement. In case of a dispute 
we recommend giving preference to the competitor who is highest on the starting list. 
The minimum interval between the attempts on the routes is set at 15 minutes. 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Clothing: 
Each competitor shall receive a competing t-shirt and a starting number at 
presentation. The competitors shall start each attempt in this t-shirt and the starting 
number.  
Competition route: 
The routes of difficulty 4 – 8- UIAA shall be constructed in profiles between the 
existing routes. All competition routes shall be constructed from holds of one colour 
for easy orientation. The competitor may only use the yellow holds for climbing and 
the wall surface (besides the top and side edges of the wall). Any contact with the 
other holds and footrests may not be used for progress or rest. Those parts of the 
wall or holds which the competitor may not touch will be marked with black tape. 
 
Routes of difficulty 9- and 9+ will be constructed in empty profiles without other 
routes. Here the IFSC rules apply for climbing flash. 
 
 
Teams’ competition. 
The competition of teams shall be announced together with the competition of 
individuals. The team may consist of three or more competitors who shall compete in 
the qualification (in the individuals’ competition). Three of the best rankings of their 
members are added to each team. Teams register for the competition during 
presentation. Teams may be mixed (women and men). 
Results of the qualifications: 
Men – At least 20 men qualify to the Sunday semi-final and therefore to the ELITE 
category. (The precise number of qualifiers shall be determined and announced 
before the start of the qualification depending on the number of placed competitors). 
Those competitors who do not qualify shall be classified under the HOBBY category. 
The winner of the HOBBY category is therefore the first non-qualifying competitor 
from the qualification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
Women – At least 8 women qualify for the final (or the semi-final, see below) i.e. for 
the ELITE category. (The precise number of qualifiers shall be determined and 
announced before the start of the qualification depending on the number of placed 
competitors). The organiser reserves the right to organise a semi-final depending on 
the number of registered and placed competitors. Information about a possible semi-
final and the number of competitors qualifying for this round shall be announced 
before the start of the qualification. Those competitors who do not qualify for the final 
or semi-final shall be classified under the HOBBY category. The winner of the 
HOBBY category is the first non-qualifying competitor from the qualification.  
 

 
 

Semi-final and final + ELITE category competition –  Sunday 20.2.2011 
 

The semi-final and final shall be climbed onsight according to IFSC rules. 
 
Competitors shall be included together with the competitors who have passed the 
Saturday qualification round. The competition manager has the right to include 
competitors in the semi-final or final. 
 
The male winner and female winner of the final are winners of the ELITE category. 
 
 
Note: a part of the rules has been underlined to mark what was altered as compared 
with 2010. 
 

Date:  20.12.2010 
 
On behalf of the organiser: 
T. Rakovič 
Competition Manager 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 


